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How can you turn an English department into a revenue center? How do you grade students if they are "customers" you
must please? How do you keep industry from dictating a university's research agenda? What happens when the life of
the mind meets the bottom line? Wry and insightful, Shakespeare, Einstein, and the Bottom Line takes us on a crosscountry tour of the most powerful trend in academic life today--the rise of business values and the belief that efficiency,
immediate practical usefulness, and marketplace triumph are the best measures of a university's success. With a shrewd
eye for the telling example, David Kirp relates stories of marketing incursions into places as diverse as New York
University's philosophy department and the University of Virginia's business school, the high-minded University of
Chicago and for-profit DeVry University. He describes how universities "brand" themselves for greater appeal in the
competition for top students; how academic super-stars are wooed at outsized salaries to boost an institution's visibility
and prestige; how taxpayer-supported academic research gets turned into profitable patents and ideas get sold to the
highest bidder; and how the liberal arts shrink under the pressure to be self-supporting. Far from doctrinaire, Kirp
believes there's a place for the market--but the market must be kept in its place. While skewering Philistinism, he admires
the entrepreneurial energy that has invigorated academe's dreary precincts. And finally, he issues a challenge to those
who decry the ascent of market values: given the plight of higher education, what is the alternative? Table of Contents:
Introduction: The New U Part I: The Higher Education Bazaar 1. This Little Student Went to Market 2. Nietzsche's Niche:
The University of Chicago 3. Benjamin Rush's "Brat": Dickinson College 4. Star Wars: New York University Part II:
Management 101 5. The Dead Hand of Precedent: New York Law School 6. Kafka Was an Optimist: The University of
Southern California and the University of Michigan 7. Mr. Jefferson's "Private" College: Darden Graduate School of
Business Administration, University of Virginia Part III: Virtual Worlds 8. Rebel Alliance: The Classics Departments of
Sixteen Southern Liberal Arts Colleges 9. The Market in Ideas: Columbia University and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology 10. The British Are Coming-and Going: Open University Part IV: The Smart Money 11. A Good Deal of
Collaboration: The University of California, Berkeley 12. The Information Technology Gold Rush: IT Certification Courses
in Silicon Valley 13. They're All Business: DeVry University Conclusion: The Corporation of Learning Notes
Acknowledgments Index Reviews of this book: An illuminating view of both good and bad results in a market-driven
educational system. --David Siegfried, Booklist Reviews of this book: Kirp has an eye for telling examples, and he
captures the turmoil and transformation in higher education in readable style. --Karen W. Arenson, New York Times
Reviews of this book: Mr. Kirp is both quite fair and a good reporter; he has a keen eye for the important ways in which
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bean-counting has transformed universities, making them financially responsible and also more concerned about
developing lucrative specialties than preserving the liberal arts and humanities. Shakespeare, Einstein, and the Bottom
Line is one of the best education books of the year, and anyone interested in higher education will find it to be superior.
--Martin Morse Wooster, Washington Times Reviews of this book: There is a place for the market in higher education,
Kirp believes, but only if institutions keep the market in its place...Kirp's bottom line is that the bargains universities make
in pursuit of money are, inevitably, Faustian. They imperil academic freedom, the commitment to sharing knowledge, the
privileging of need and merit rather than the ability to pay, and the conviction that the student/consumer is not always
right. --Glenn C. Altschuler, Philadelphia Inquirer Reviews of this book: David Kirp's fine new book, Shakespeare,
Einstein, and the Bottom Line, lays out dozens of ways in which the ivory tower has leaned under the gravitational
influence of economic pressures and the market. --Carlos Alcal', Sacramento Bee Reviews of this book: The real subject
of Kirp's well-researched and amply footnoted book turns out to be more than this volume's subtitle, 'the marketing of
higher education.' It is, in fact, the American soul. Where will our nation be if instead of colleges transforming the
brightest young people as they come of age, they focus instead on serving their paying customers and chasing the tastes
they should be shaping? Where will we be without institutions that value truth more than money and intellectual creativity
more than creative accounting? ...Kirp says plainly that the heart of the university is the common good. The more we can
all reflect upon that common good--not our pocketbooks or retirement funds, but what is good for the general mass of
men and women--the better the world of the American university will be, and the better the nation will be as well. --Peter
S. Temes, San Francisco Chronicle Reviews of this book: David Kirp's excellent book Shakespeare, Einstein, and the
Bottom Line provides a remarkable window into the financial challenges of higher education and the crosscurrents that
drive institutional decision-making...Kirp explores the continuing battle for the soul of the university: the role of the
marketplace in shaping higher education, the tension between revenue generation and the historic mission of the
university to advance the public good...This fine book provides a cautionary note to all in higher education. While seeking
as many additional revenue streams as possible, it is important that institutions have clarity of mission and values if they
are going to be able to make the case for continued public support. --Lewis Collens, Chicago Tribune Reviews of this
book: In this delightful book David Kirp...tells the story of markets in U.S. higher education...[It] should be read by anyone
who aspires to run a university, faculty or department. --Terence Kealey, Times Higher Education Supplement The
monastery is colliding with the market. American colleges and universities are in a fiercely competitive race for dollars
and prestige. The result may have less to do with academic excellence than with clever branding and salesmanship.
David Kirp offers a compelling account of what's happening to higher education, and what it means for the future.
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--Robert B. Reich, University Professor, Brandeis University, and former U.S. Secretary of Labor Can universities keep
their purpose, independence, and public trust when forced to prove themselves cost-effective? In this shrewd and
readable book, David Kirp explores what happens when the pursuit of truth becomes entwined with the pursuit of money.
Kirp finds bright spots in unexpected places--for instance, the emerging for-profit higher education sector--and he
describes how some traditional institutions balance their financial needs with their academic missions. Full of good
stories and swift character sketches, Shakespeare, Einstein, and the Bottom Line is engrossing for anyone who cares
about higher education. --Laura D'Andrea Tyson, former Chair, Council of Economic Advisers David Kirp wryly observes
that "maintaining communities of scholars is not a concern of the market." His account of the state of higher education
today makes it appallingly clear that the conditions necessary for the flourishing of both scholarship and community are
disappearing before our eyes. One would like to think of this as a wake-up call, but the hour may already be too late.
--Stanley Fish, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, the University of Illinois at Chicago This is, quite simply,
the most deeply informed and best written recent book on the dilemma of undergraduate education in the United States.
David Kirp is almost alone in stressing what relentless commercialization of higher education does to undergraduates. At
the same time, he identifies places where administrators and faculty have managed to make the market work for, not
against, real education. If only college and university presidents could be made to read this book! --Stanley N. Katz,
Center for Arts and Cultural Policy Studies, Princeton University Once a generation a book brilliantly gives meaning to
seemingly disorderly trends in higher education. David Kirp's Shakespeare, Einstein, and the Bottom Line is that book for
our time [the early 21st century?]. With passion and eloquence, Kirp describes the decline of higher education as a public
good, the loss of university governing authority to constituent groups and external funding sources, the two-edged sword
of collaboration with the private sector, and the rise of business values in the academy. This is a must read for all who
care about the future of our universities. --Mark G. Yudof, Chancellor, The University of Texas System David Kirp not
only has a clear theoretical grasp of the economic forces that have been transforming American universities, he can write
about them without putting the reader to sleep, in lively, richly detailed case studies. This is a rare book. --Robert H.
Frank, Johnson Graduate School of Management, Cornell University David Kirp wanders America's campuses, and he
wonders--are markets, management and technology supplanting vision, values and truth? With a large dose of nostalgia
and a penchant for academic personalities, he ponders the struggles and synergies of Ivy and Internet, of industry and
independence. Wandering and wondering with him, readers will feel the speed of change in contemporary higher
education. --Charles M. Vest, President, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
This book is dedicated to three groups of people - investors, advisors, and academics. Investors are always concerned
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with "what to do" concerning money. Financial Advisors are always concerned with "how to do it" concerning money.
Professors and students are always concerned with "why to do it" concerning money. This text actively engages the
members of all three of those groups and it provides industrial strength solutions from economic history, from three
decades of mergers and acquisitions history, so that people will gain an insight into the what, how, and the why of how
money was actually made, and by whom, concerning corporate mergers and acquisitions. If you are looking for a
repository reference that ties all three of these aspects together in one place - this book is for you.
A comprehensive guide to the lives and experiences of military service members, veterans, and their families in the
United States today, with special emphasis given to those of the post-9/11 era. • Providers readers with a current
understanding of the experiences of U.S. service members, veterans, and their families in the post-9/11 era of combat
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan • Examines issues pertinent to minority populations in the military and delineates
health and mental health issues that affect all combat service members, summarizing evidence-based interventions and
access to care • Provides firsthand perspectives and experiences of military-connected families and children • Analyzes
societal costs and supports for building military-civilian community connections, including in the transition
The purpose of this project was to show how global economic crisis was affecting all areas of many different
governments.
Documents the rise of for-profit education as a dynamic and powerful force in higher education.
An "account of the origins of the deeply divided status quo and the people fighting for a more equal, less myopic
America"-A basic listing of all accredited graduate programs at universitites in the U.S and Canada. A basic listing of all accredited graduate programs
at universitites in the U.S and Canada.
This book includes a collection of standards-specific case studies. The case studies offer an opportunity to combine the teaching preferences
of educators with the goals of the SEC (Standards Education Committee); providing students with “real-world” insight into the technical,
political, and economic arenas of engineering. Encourages students to think critically about standards development and technology solutions
Reinforces the usage of standards as an impetus for innovation Will help understand the dynamics and impacts of standards A curriculum
guide is available to instructors who have adopted the book for a course. To obtain the guide, please send a request to:
ieeeproposals@wiley.com.
ACCA Approved and valid for exams from 01 Sept 2017 up to 30 June 2018 - Becker's F9 Financial Management Study Text has been
approved and quality assured by the ACCA's examining team.
The decision of whether to go to college, or where, is hampered by poor information and inadequate understanding of the financial risk
involved. Adding to the confusion, the same degree can cost dramatically different amounts for different people. A barrage of advertising
offers new degrees designed to lead to specific jobs, but we see no information on whether graduates ever get those jobs. Mix in a frenzied
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applications process, and pressure from politicians for "relevant" programs, and there is an urgent need to separate myth from reality. Peter
Cappelli, an acclaimed expert in employment trends, the workforce, and education, provides hard evidence that counters conventional
wisdom and helps us make cost-effective choices. Among the issues Cappelli analyzes are: What is the real link between a college degree
and a job that enables you to pay off the cost of college, especially in a market that is in constant change? Why it may be a mistake to pursue
degrees that will land you the hottest jobs because what is hot today is unlikely to be so by the time you graduate. Why the most expensive
colleges may actually be the cheapest because of their ability to graduate students on time. How parents and students can find out what
different colleges actually deliver to students and whether it is something that employers really want. College is the biggest expense for many
families, larger even than the cost of the family home, and one that can bankrupt students and their parents if it works out poorly. Peter
Cappelli offers vital insight for parents and students to make decisions that both make sense financially and provide the foundation that will
help students make their way in the world.
Keeping up with constant changes and innovations puts a lot of pressure on information providers and users to continuously upgrade their
knowledge and skill. This change means being flexible enough to recognize that the knowledge you receive today must be constantly
updated. This book will provide readers with the latest research findings and managerial experiences on a variety of technological innovations
of IT.
A guide to the nation's colleges publishes extensive surveys--all written by current or past students--from over three hundred educational
institutions, covering admission, academics, quality of life, social life, and employment prospects.
“The best book yet on the complex lives and choices of for-profit students.” —The New York Times Book Review As featured on The Daily
Show, NPR’s Marketplace, and Fresh Air, the “powerful, chilling tale” (Carol Anderson, author of White Rage) of higher education becoming
an engine of social inequality “p>Lower Ed is quickly becoming the definitive book on the fastest-growing sector of higher education at the
turn of the twenty-first century: for-profit colleges. With sharp insight and deliberate acumen, Tressie McMillan Cottom—a sociologist who was
once a recruiter at two for-profit colleges—expertly parses the fraught dynamics of this big-money industry. Drawing on more than one
hundred interviews with students, employees, executives, and activists, Lower Ed details the benefits, pitfalls, and real costs of the expansion
of for-profit colleges. Now with a new foreword by Stephanie Kelton, economic advisor to Bernie Sanders’s presidential campaign, this smart
and essential book cuts to the very core of our nation’s broken social contracts and the challenges we face in our divided, unequal society.
Introduction to Business covers the scope and sequence of most introductory business courses. The book provides detailed explanations in
the context of core themes such as customer satisfaction, ethics, entrepreneurship, global business, and managing change. Introduction to
Business includes hundreds of current business examples from a range of industries and geographic locations, which feature a variety of
individuals. The outcome is a balanced approach to the theory and application of business concepts, with attention to the knowledge and
skills necessary for student success in this course and beyond.
Economics Seventh Edition Custom Devry UniversityModern StandardizationCase Studies at the Crossroads of Technology, Economics, and
PoliticsJohn Wiley & Sons
Guthlac Kirk Anyalezu’s Economics provides an advanced econometrics analysis integrating the real world (macroeconomics and
microeconomics) of analyzing and/or synthesizing aggregate productivity and aggregate technology. The book’s conciseness and easy-tofollow chapters provide the best mix of approach and methodology analysis. It will enable and enhance students, researchers and other
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users’ understanding of how to measure aggregate productivity and technology shocks, including the evaluation of economic policies.
Features include the following: A comprehensive literature survey and analysis on Total Factor Productivity (TFP) and Real Business Cycle
(RBC) Models. Estimation of aggregate productivity and aggregate technology Analysis of aggregate productivity, technology and
contractionary effects Econometrics techniques and analysis Structural autoregressive model and bivariate model Various econometric
testing An indepth empirical study applicable to any world economy Simplification of complex econometrics modelling, theoretical analysis
and evaluation
ACCA Approved and valid for exams from 01 Sept 2017 up to 31 August 2018 - Becker's F1 Accountant in Business Study Text has been
approved and quality assured by the ACCA's examining team.
Practical and applications (rather than theory) based, this book focuses on the needs of individuals interested in starting a small business -primarily those organized as sole proprietorships, partnerships, or small Subchapter S corporations. It emphasizes small businesses
exclusively -- with specific examples of the non-corporate market. The book is mathematically accessible to those with limited mathematical
background (formulas are explained rather than derived, and only basic math is used in illustrations and solutions). A full case study is
referred to throughout narrative and an accompanying CD-ROM includes all tables in Excel format.

Detail on accredited MBA programs in the U.S and Canada. Detail on accredited MBA programs in the U.S and Canada.
How to educate the next generation of college students to invent, to create, and to discover—filling needs that even the most
sophisticated robot cannot. Driverless cars are hitting the road, powered by artificial intelligence. Robots can climb stairs, open
doors, win Jeopardy, analyze stocks, work in factories, find parking spaces, advise oncologists. In the past, automation was
considered a threat to low-skilled labor. Now, many high-skilled functions, including interpreting medical images, doing legal
research, and analyzing data, are within the skill sets of machines. How can higher education prepare students for their
professional lives when professions themselves are disappearing? In Robot-Proof, Northeastern University president Joseph Aoun
proposes a way to educate the next generation of college students to invent, to create, and to discover—to fill needs in society that
even the most sophisticated artificial intelligence agent cannot. A “robot-proof” education, Aoun argues, is not concerned solely
with topping up students' minds with high-octane facts. Rather, it calibrates them with a creative mindset and the mental elasticity
to invent, discover, or create something valuable to society—a scientific proof, a hip-hop recording, a web comic, a cure for cancer.
Aoun lays out the framework for a new discipline, humanics, which builds on our innate strengths and prepares students to
compete in a labor market in which smart machines work alongside human professionals. The new literacies of Aoun's humanics
are data literacy, technological literacy, and human literacy. Students will need data literacy to manage the flow of big data, and
technological literacy to know how their machines work, but human literacy—the humanities, communication, and design—to
function as a human being. Life-long learning opportunities will support their ability to adapt to change. The only certainty about the
future is change. Higher education based on the new literacies of humanics can equip students for living and working through
change.
Krugman's Economics for AP® second edition is designed to be easy to read and easy to use. This book is your ultimate tool for
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success in the AP® Economics course and Exam. The text combines the successful storytelling, vivid examples, and clear
explanations of Paul Krugman and Robin Wells with the AP® expertise of Margaret Ray and David Anderson. In this exciting new
edition of the AP® text, Ray and Anderson successfully marry Krugman's engaging approach and captivating writing with content
based on The College Board's AP® Economics Course outline, all while focusing on the specific needs and interests of high
school teachers and students.
It is a great privilege and pleasure to write a foreword for a book honor ing Wolfgang Gaul on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday.
Wolfgang Gaul is currently Professor of Business Administration and Management Science and the Head of the Institute of
Decision Theory and Management Science, Faculty of Economics, University of Karlsruhe (TH), Germany. He is, by any measure,
one of the most distinguished and eminent scholars in the world today. Wolfgang Gaul has been instrumental in numerous leading
research initia tives and has achieved an unprecedented level of success in facilitating com munication among researchers in
diverse disciplines from around the world. A particularly remarkable and unique aspect of his work is that he has been a leading
scholar in such diverse areas of research as graph theory and net work models, reliability theory, stochastic optimization,
operations research, probability theory, sampling theory, cluster analysis, scaling and multivariate data analysis. His activities have
been directed not only at these and other theoretical topics, but also at applications of statistical and mathematical tools to a
multitude of important problems in computer science (e.g., w- mining), business research (e.g., market segmentation),
management science (e.g., decision support systems) and behavioral sciences (e.g., preference mea surement and data mining).
All of his endeavors have been accomplished at the highest level of professional excellence.
Language and Collective Mobilization analyzes the origins of communal conflict in five phases of Zanzibar's modern history. The
first phase examines the implementation of British colonial control, focusing on the conversion of Zanzibar's subsistence farming
economy to a cash-crop plantation complex.This first phase of colonial rule disrupted a variety of indigenous political and social
institutions which traditionally promoted peace and stability. During subsequent phases of colonial rule, the British government
devised political, economic and educational policies that promoted elite Arab rule at the expense of the majority Swahili- speaking
population. Colonial authorities rendered illegal any attempts by Swahilis to organize political resistance, a rule which exacerbated
anti-Arab animosity. Colonial rule ended in 1964, when Swahili-speaking Zanzibaris led a violent revolution against English
command and Arab control. Having forced a variety of wealthy Arab and Indian communities off the island, Swahili revolutionaries
allowed a small number of Indian merchants and a few Shirazi farmers to remain. Less than twenty years after the revolution, in
this fifth phase of Zanzibar's political history, partisan conflict between the Shirazi and Swahili populations threatens to unleash a
new rash of violence. The social climate mirrors the first phase of British rule, where economic stratification deepens and political
tensions grow. The analysis offered in this book will find an audience in students, scholars, journalists, and policymakers
interested in understanding so-called 'ethnic' conflict in Africa.
Enhance your understanding of economics with ISSUES IN AMERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY! Brief and easy to read, this
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economics text provides a look at important topics in the development of the American economy. Features such as biographies
and issues provide a general introduction to the science of economics and make learning and studying easy.

Includes Part 1, Number 1: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals (January - June)
Revised and updated to cover developments and thinking in transport economics, the book examines the application of
economics techniques first, to commercial transport operations, second, to public policy issues and third, to the role of
transport in its wider economic context. This is an approach which provides a transport economics textbook for managers
who are not familiar with economic techniques, for students preparing for examinations in transport, and for economists
entering the transport field. This edition contains information on Southeast Asia and Eastern Europe, updated and
extended case studies, and a new bibliography.
The six volumes of Peterson's Annual Guides to Graduate Study, the only annually updated reference work of its kind,
provide wide-ranging information on the graduate and professional programs offered by accredited colleges and
universities in the United States and U.S. territories and those in Canada, Mexico, Europe, and Africa that are accredited
by U.S. accrediting bodies. Books 2 through 6 are divided into sections that contain one or more directories devoted to
individual programs in a particular field. Book 1 includes institutional profiles indicating the degrees offered, enrollment
figures, admission and degree requirements, tuition, financial aid, housing, faculty, research projects and facilities, and
contacts at more than 2,000 institutions.
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